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Handbook of Number Theory I
Test 13 When villains' true identities turn out to be nested like Russian dolls a. dance the squat dance b. find your own new
body to inhabit c. count your blessings -- VIZ Media

Rosario+Vampire: Season II, Vol. 10
When consuming magical candy that makes you instantly grow older, beware of a. emotional maturity b. instantly growing
younger c. your rheumatizz acting up -- VIZ Media

Rosario+Vampire: Season II, Vol. 8
When magical warming strikes Yokai Academy, you had better a. reduce your supernatural footprint b. hightail it to snowfairy country c. deny that monster activity has anything to do with it -- VIZ Media

Rosario+Vampire: Season II, Vol. 6
QUIZ UPON TAKING A FIELD TRIP TO THE HUMAN WORLD AND OBSERVING HUMAN SPAWN BEING PREYED UPON BY
CARNIVOROUS PLANTS a. let them eat the kids--after all, it's not like they're inhuman b. save them and form an alliance to
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save the environment c. harvest yourself a lively salad -- VIZ Media

Rosario+Vampire: Season II, Vol. 12
What’s the best strategy to rescue a kidnapped friend from the sinister organization Fairy Tale’s floating fortress in the sky?
a. turn tail and run the other way b. keep pushing on despite the odds c. send in the clowns -- VIZ Media

Death Note (All-in-One Edition)
Despite the reveal of the Beast of Gévaudan's true identity, disaster still looms, threatening not only those involved but the
townspeople below. With his book missing in action, Vanitas has only vain attempts at stopping the destructionuntil an
unexpected ally joins the fray. Even so, he has little hope of interfering in Chloé d'Apchier's catastrophic revenge!

Rosario + Vampire
QUIZ WHEN TWO OF YOUR MONSTER FRIENDS' MOTHERS MISTAKE YOU FOR THEIR PRECIOUS DAUGHTER'S BOYFRIEND,
ACT LIKE a. the perfect monster-in-law to be b. you love to play the field c. you never met them before in your life -- VIZ
Media

Rosario+Vampire: Season II, Vol. 11
QUIZ AS A HUMAN ATTENDING A SCHOOL FOR MONSTERS, ENCOUNTERING AN EXORCIST MIGHT EXPEL a. the demon inside
you b. you from school c. a loud burp -- VIZ Media

Rosario+Vampire: Season II, Vol. 7
Compared to Fairy Tale HQ, what is the goal of Fairy Tale’s branch office? a. the same b. the opposite c. better parking
spots -- VIZ Media

The Elder Sister-Like One
All 12 volumes of Death Note in one monstrously large edition! This hefty omnibus combines all 2,400 pages of the megahit
thriller into a single massive tome, presented in a beautiful silver slipcase. A perfect collectible conversation piece and a
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must-have for Death Note fans. Also contains an epilogue chapter never before seen in English! Light Yagami is an ace
student with great prospects—and he's bored out of his mind. But all that changes when he finds the Death Note, a
notebook dropped by a rogue Shinigami death god. Any human whose name is written in the notebook dies, and now Light
has vowed to use the power of the Death Note to rid the world of evil. But when criminals begin dropping dead, the
authorities send the legendary detective L to track down the killer. With L hot on his heels, will Light lose sight of his noble
goal…or his life?

Rosario+Vampire: Season II, Vol. 6
QUIZ WHEN FIGHTING A TROLL WHO WANTS TO BE BIG MAN ON CAMPUS a. hide under a bridge--that's the last place he'd
look b. if you've recently received an unsolicited infusion of vampire blood, fight back--since you've probably been
transformed into a powerful vampire for all eternity c. let the rude vampire girl who infused you with her vampire
hemoglobin--without your permission--lend you a fang -- VIZ Media

Rosario+Vampire, Vol. 7
William Reed is a solicitor from London, living in the year 1885. Once a year he embarks on a journey into the open seas,
but on his most recent journey William hears a voice hidden in the wind, a whispered song that evokes thoughts and
memories in his mind. Shortly after, the ships crew begins to be killed methodically. A concept prevails in Williams mind:
Siren, a concept no one else in the crew is willing to believe.

Rosario+Vampire: Season II, Vol. 4
To have a happy ending a. become a vampire b. resurrect a loved one c. possess an enemy d. all of the above -- VIZ Media

Rosario+Vampire: Season II, Vol. 3
Yuu has had a rough life. After losing his parents in a car accident when he was five, he found himself bounced back and
forth among relatives, with no place to truly call home. Plagued by a constant feeling of loneliness, all he wants is a little
companionship, and he's about to get way more than he bargained for! Her name is Chiyo, and she'll grant Yuu one wish.
The only problem: She's a demon of unimaginable power!

Rosario+Vampire: Season II, Vol. 1
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An action-packed romantic comedy chock-full of monsters such as vampires, werewolves, witches, and cute girls in bikinis
that fosters inter-species tolerance! Average human teenager Tsukune accidentally enrolls at a boarding school for
monsters--no, not jocks and popular kids, but bona fide werewolves, witches and unnameables out of his wildest
nightmares! On the plus side, all the girls have a monster crush on him. On the negative side, all the boys are so jealous
they want to kill him! And so do the girls he spurns, because he only has eyes for one of them--the far-from-average
vampire Moka. On the plus side, Moka only has glowing red eyes for Tsukune. On the O-negative side, she also has a
burning, unquenchable thirst for his blood Compared to Fairy Tale HQ, what is the goal of Fairy Tale’s branch office? a. the
same b. the opposite c. better parking spots

Shakugan No Shana
A high school romantic comedy with five times the cute girls! A high school boy must work part-time to help five sisters
study so they can graduate, but the only thing these quintuplets have in common is that they all hate studying! Futaro
Uesugi is a second-year in high school, scraping to get by and pay off his family's debt. The only thing he can do is study, so
when Futaro receives a part-time job offer to tutor the five daughters of a wealthy businessman, he can't pass it up. Little
does he know, these five beautiful sisters are quintuplets, but the only thing they have in commonis that they're all terrible
at studying! At this rate, the sisters can't graduate, and Futaro must think of a plan that suits each of them--which feels
hopeless when five-out-of-five of these girls think he's a loser!

Rosario + Vampire Season II 10
Test 12 When faced with the choice of letting your friends get eaten by a monster or turning into a monster yourself a. pass
the ketchup b. embrace your inner ghoul c. offer yourself as the appetizer -- VIZ Media

Rosario+Vampire, Vol. 6
Rampage. Weep. Kill. Every 12 years, the 12 signs of the Chinese zodiac take the form of warriors and engage in the
ultimate battle royal. They face one another in battles to the death, using all the powers of their star signs, and the sole
survivor is granted the ultimate prize—a wish. Any wish. -- VIZ Media

7thGARDEN
To suppress a vampire who longs to destroy the world a. suppress yourself b. express yourself c. second-guess yourself -Page 4/10
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VIZ Media

Rosario+Vampire, Vol. 2
The blockbuster manga that inspired the epic anime, airing now on Adult Swim's Toonami! MINUTES TO MIDNIGHT Eren has
infiltrated Marley territory and dealt the empire a devastating blow. But the real goal of the mission was always to get Zeke
back to Paradis Island in secrecy. Now that this Titan heir of royal blood is inside the Walls, the island's military government
has its "earth-rumbling" weapon of mass destruction. But has this supposed deterrent actually started a countdown to total
world war?

Rosario+Vampire, Vol. 5
This handbook covers a wealth of topics from number theory, special attention being given to estimates and inequalities. As
a rule, the most important results are presented, together with their refinements, extensions or generalisations. These may
be applied to other aspects of number theory, or to a wide range of mathematical disciplines. Cross-references provide new
insight into fundamental research. Audience: This is an indispensable reference work for specialists in number theory and
other mathematicians who need access to some of these results in their own fields of research.

Rosario+Vampire: Season II, Vol. 14
All-around average student Tsukune can't get accepted to any high school save onebut on his first day, he finds the rest of
the student body doesn't appear average in the least. Best of all, the cutest girl on campus can't wait to fling her arms
around his neck! Wait a sec'--are those her teeth around his neck too? Tsukune's going to have one heck of a hickey when
he gets home from Monster High! But does he have a chance in H-E-double-hockey-sticks of raising his grades at a school
where the turf war isn't between the jocks and the nerds but the vampires and the werewolves? LESSON ONE: VAMPIRES
QUIZ WHAT'S THE BEST COURSE OF ACTION WHEN A PERT CLASSMATE ATTEMPTS TO SNACK ON YOUR JUGULAR? a. Run for
your life and the sanctity of your soul b. Invite her out for a strawberry soda, heavy on the syrup c. Scream like a boy and
hide in the principal's office d. Let her have a few sips while you check out her spectacular quadriceps -- VIZ Media

Rosario+Vampire: Season II, Vol. 9
Average human teenage boy Tsukune accidentally enrolls at a boarding school for monsters--no, not jock and popular kids,
but bona fide werewolves, witches, and unnameable out of his wildest nightmares! And now his a sophomore!
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Rosario+Vampire: Season II, Vol. 2
To get in touch with your inner ghoul a. go shopping b. cuddle a teddy bear c. brainsbrains -- VIZ Media

RustBlaster
When invaders from the Crimson Realm descend upon Earth in search of the Power of Existence, a power that allows
control of the very fabric of existence, Shana, an otherworldly girl with fire in her eyes, comes to the rescue with enough
preternatural strength to save the entire universe.

Rosario+Vampire, Vol. 1
QUIZ THE RECOMMENDED TREATMENT IF YOU FIND YOURSELF TURNING INTO A GHOUL IS a. take a relaxing vacation in the
human realm b. drink your vampire girlfiend's blood c. brainsbrains -- VIZ Media

Soul Eater Soul Art 2
After a fierce battle with Angel Levi, Maria travels to another world, and the secret of 7thGARDEN is fully revealed. Can this
realm of gnomes, angels and demons solve humanity’s problems? Or is it just a game board for powerful elites to exploit
everyone else? Either way, why are the most tragic historical events being reenacted there? Will we never learn from
history? -- VIZ Media

Rosario+Vampire, Vol. 9
At Millennium Academy, elite vampires are trained to maintain balance in a world where humans and vampires, who
possess far greater physical strength than their human neighbors, coexist. When Aldred, the most distinctly un-vampire-like
vampire to be found in the entire institution, meets Kei, a human transfer student to the school, their destinies become
surprisingly intertwined, and the fate of the world as they know it comes to lie in their hands. Will the unlikely duo be able
to break the vicious cycle of blood and chaos that comes every millennium on the ominous night of the Twin Moons?

The Case Study of Vanitas, Vol. 7
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The Quintessential Quintuplets 10
QUIZ HAVING A WITCH FOR A CLASSMATE CAN CREATE A VEXING HEXING SITUATION IF SHE a. casts spells stirring up all
manner of mischief just to get attention. b. has no qualms about using magic to break up you and your girlfriend. c.
becomes the target of a reptilian witchphobic hate group. d. all of the above. -- VIZ Media

Rosario+Vampire, Vol. 3
QUIZ A MAGIC MIRROR THAT REFLECTS THE TRUE NATURE OF WHOEVER LOOKS INTO IT IS BEST USED TO a. pop your zits
b. pick your friends c. devour your soul -- VIZ Media

Rosario+Vampire, Vol. 10
QUIZ WHEN A LITERAL FROST QUEEN FALLS FOR YOU LIKE AN ICICLE OFF THE EAVES OF AN ALPINE CHALET, IT'S BEST TO
TAKE a. a snowday b. a chill pill c. the heat off of her -- VIZ Media

Rosario+Vampire: Season II, Vol. 5
When your would-be rescuers are themselves in need of rescuing, draw on a. their unconscious faces b. a trust fund c. your
inner strength -- VIZ Media

Rosario+Vampire: Season II, Vol. 9
When your ears are assaulted by the song of a siren a. press shuffle b. tie yourself to a mast c. have a sing-off -- VIZ Media

Attack on Titan 27
Love bites! Reads R to L (Japanese Style). Gangstah When a supernatural clan of gangsters makes you an offer you can't
refuse a. refuse b. gang up on them c. take the Rosario (off)

Rosario+Vampire: Season II
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Average human teenager Tsukune accidentally enrolls at a boarding school for monsters--no, not jocks and popular kids,
but bona fide werewolves, witches and unnameables out of his wildest nightmares! On the plus side, all the girls have a
monster crush on him. On the negative side, all the boys are so jealous they want to kill him! And so do the girls he spurns,
because he only has eyes for one of them--the far-from-average vampire Moka. On the plus side, Moka only has glowing red
eyes for Tsukune. On the O-negative side, she also has a burning, unquenchable thirst for his blood

Rosario+Vampire, Vol. 4
Average human teenage boy Tsukune accidentally enrolls at a boarding school for monsters--no, not jocks and popular kids,
but bona fide werewolves, witches, and unnameables out of his wildest nightmares! On the plus side, all the girls have a
monster crush on him. On the negative side, all the boys are so jealous they want to kill him! And so do the girls he spurns
because he only has eyes for one of them--the far-from-average vampire Moka. On the plus side, Moka only has glowing red
eyes for Tsukune. On the O-negative side, she also has a burning, unquenchable thirst for his blood TEST 1 MONSTER FRUIT
When confronted with a man-eating (and monster-eating) Monster Fruit a. toot b. jam c. reap -- VIZ Media

The Song of a Siren
The second deluxe, hardcover art book from New York Times bestselling artist Atsushi Ohkubo contains full color
illustrations-including cover art, color pages from its original Japanese magazine publication, and much more!-from Soul
Eater and Soul Eater NOT!

Juni Taisen: Zodiac War
An action-packed romantic comedy chock-full of monsters such as vampires, werewolves, witches, and cute girls in bikinis
that fosters inter-species tolerance! Average human teenager Tsukune accidentally enrolls at a boarding school for
monsters--no, not jocks and popular kids, but bona fide werewolves, witches and unnameables out of his wildest
nightmares! On the plus side, all the girls have a monster crush on him. On the negative side, all the boys are so jealous
they want to kill him! And so do the girls he spurns, because he only has eyes for one of them--the far-from-average
vampire Moka. On the plus side, Moka only has glowing red eyes for Tsukune. On the O-negative side, she also has a
burning, unquenchable thirst for his blood When a supernatural clan of gangsters makes you an offer you can't refuse a.
refuse b. gang up on them c. take the Rosario (off)

Rosario+Vampire: Season II, Vol. 13
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When you’re a houseguest and your friends start vanishing one by one a. blame your hosts b. play hide and seek c. move to
a motel -- VIZ Media
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